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Shear Fender

Shear Fenders have a linear load-deflection characteristic in shear but remain stiff in compression to

support heavy loads. The top and bottom steel plates are fully encased in rubber for protection and for

minimising maintenance. Piles and simple frontal panels are often used in conjunction with Shear

Fenders. Movement in shear should be limited by chains or other mechanical stops to prevent overload.

Shear Fender for sale Features

 Omni-directional
 Linear reaction curve
 Supports large weights
 Applications
 Ferry terminals
 General cargo berths
 Offshore boat landings
 Bridge protection
 Pontoon yokes

DolphinRubber's wide-ranging rubber fenders are manufactured in accordance with high quality

standards. We have successfully served for many customs all over the world.

Our marine rubber fender have already produced this kind of products for over 20 years and severed

kinds of customs.

We believe that with our rich experience, we can offer suggestions to make the most suitable scheme.

We provide customers with a full set of professional solutions for rubber products. This includes marine

rubber fender products, engineering rubber, rail and bridge rubber, and so on. Our solutions include

consulting, design, production, construction, installation, and after sale, and they form a complete DPN

RUBBER sales system. In communicating with our customers, we will fully understand the

requirements of our customers, and provide the most suitable solutions to customers, to ensure that
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customers can get the best products at the lowest cost. At present, all our products are in the DPN

RUBBER SYSTEM, they have the most accurate size standards, in any case collocation, can achieve the

perfect product portfolio. We strongly recommend that our customers adopt a DPN RUBBER products

that have a uniform production standard, and fundamentally eliminate the problems caused by different

products and different quality. For the very best end-to-end solutions, please connect DPNRUBBER

Workstation, you will get the reply immediately.

Also, we kindly invite you to meet us in MeiJiang Convention and Exhibition Center for the

China(Tianjin) International Offshore Engineering Equipment & Port Machinery Exposition 2017.
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